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Casual Fireside Evenings 

by Harper Meader 

I have been leading group rituals for 
decades now and happily attending 
rituals led by others whenever possible. 
Some 
programs have 
been ill-
advised, some 
have been life-
changing, and 
many have 
helped to keep 
me in touch 
with the Gods 
and the cycles 
of nature. I 
have a 
confession, 
though: an 
important reason for my presence at all 
of these events has always been to be 
with other Pagans, perhaps as much as 

my need for the spiritual program. 

One of the first rituals I ever 
attended was a Blot, held in upstate 
New York, in which participants passed 
a horn of mead around a circle. Each 
person, when the horn came to them, 
would boast, sing, recite, or toast a 
deity, teacher, or ancestor. That ritual 
stayed in my mind as one of the most 
effective in terms of affecting the 
participants directly. I know for a fact 
that boasts made then were 
subsequently kept and that newfound 
awareness of the importance of a deity 
or family member had lasting resonance 

for some in that circle. 

For some reason, though, I didn’t 
start leading Blots myself until just a 
few years ago, but once I did, that 

impression 
was 
confirmed: 
that the simple 
act of 
speaking to 
the Gods and 
those 
assembled, 
while passing 
a 
ceremonially 
significant 
drink, is a 
powerful 

magic. I now hold at least one of these 
rituals a year, and feel as though that’s 
not enough. I would love to be able to 
do more of them, but I’m settling for a 
compromise, and hoping to start a 

trend. 

Back to my confession, that a prime 
motivation for attendance at circles is 
the chance to hang out with other 
Pagans – I don’t accept that as a 
shortcoming. Much of my spiritual 
practice is done in solitude, and I don’t 
think I’m unusual in that: quiet time 
communing with the plants and 
creatures that share the land I live on, 
the act of writing a song to the moon, a 
poem to the ocean, and so on, are when 
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Starcat’s Corner: Transitions: Air and Fire 

by Starcat 

As part of a year-long study of the elements by a 
group of longtime Pagans, I’ve been exploring the 
elemental energies in depth this year as the seasons 
pass. This article is the second in a series about the 
transitions between the elements and how they 
interact with one 
another. These 
transition points, also 
known as The 
Borderlands, are full of 
potential. Through 
exploring them, we can 
find ways to use their 
abundant energies to 
help us along the 

spiritual path. 

In the last issue, I 
wrote about the 
connecting point 
between Earth and Air. 
Moving deosil around 
the circle, we now 
come to the transition between Air and Fire. This 
transition is particularly dynamic. We move from 
brainstorming new ideas and analyzing their 
usefulness, to putting them into direct action in our 
lives. Thought and expression are combined in 
unique ways. Our creative ideas are fueled by a drive 
to take action, to bring them forth in the world of 
energy and motion. Our enthusiasm rises and we find 
ourselves in the midst of full, busy days. Yet our 
energies remain high and we revel in the variety of 

activities we’re pursuing. 

The intersection of Air and Fire lies in the 
southeast. The weather is hot and steamy. The jungle 
terrain is teeming with plants and animals and we 
hear a cacophony of sounds – birdcalls, frogs, and 
the buzzing of insects. A riot of colorful flowers 
bloom everywhere. A breezy morning soon turns 
humid as the sun rises and the ground begins to 
steam. Resting at the ocean’s edge on a tropical 
afternoon, we see the beauty of the landscape and 
our passions rise to meet it. The wind is hot and the 

sun feels delightful on our skin as we walk the beach. 
This is the energy of Beltane in the southeast, when 
the fertile spring days melt into the promise of a long 

and luxurious summer. 

Looking at the realm of time, this particular 
transition point represents the morning, the part of 

the day between dawn 
and noon. We rise from 
slumber and begin our 
day, stirring from our 
homes and emerging 
into the wider world 
around us. Our 
energies rise as we dive 
into our daily work, 
putting our thoughts 
and ideas into motion. 
We are busy, buzzing 
like the bees as they 
visit flower after 
flower. The moon 
cycle as we turn from 
Air to Fire is the 

waxing gibbous moon. That which we put into 
motion is becoming manifest. The energies hum as 
our powers increase, moving toward the actualization 
of our goals at the full moon. It is easy to find zeal 
for our projects and we enjoy the process of working 

on the ideas we’ve created. 

The stage of life represented by the intersection 
of Air and Fire is adolescence. One is no longer a 
child, yet not quite an adult. In this chaotic time of 
hormonal changes to our bodies, we seek our soul’s 
purpose in this life. “Who am I?” asks the teenager 
passionately, testing his or her mettle in various 
areas, comparing him- or herself to friends and 
family members. In the garden, the plants have 
grown strong and now bear fruit, yet there are still 
many days until it will be time for harvest. Like 
human teens, they are ready for action and yet they 
must be patient with their growing bodies, taking in 
the nutrients they need in order to reach their full 

potential. 

(Continued on page 8) 
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About the EarthTides Pagan Network News 

About the EarthTides Pagan Network 

The Maine Pagan community is diverse, independent and 
geographically distant. We worship in groups or alone, but 
sometimes need contact and a shared forum to express our ideas 

and concerns for this community. 

The EarthTides Pagan Network was established in 1989 as 
a support resource for Maine Pagans. All solitaries and groups 

are welcome to join. 

A subscription to this newsletter is available for a 
suggested donation of $11.00 per year for the electronic version 

sent via e-mail and $15.00 to continue to receive the paper 
version (as of the Summer 2010 issue). Single copies may be 
obtained by sending a $1.50 donation and a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to: EPN, P.O. Box 161, E. Winthrop, ME 

04343. E-mail: epn@maine.rr.com.e 

This newsletter comes out four times a year, around the 
beginning of the seasons. Literary, poetic and artistic 
contributions are welcome, as are opinion pieces. Please keep 
submissions to no more than two pages, double-spaced. Please 

submit on disk or e-mail to blacklion@felinedreamers.net. 

Subscribers' names, addresses and other personal 
information are kept confidential except to other network 
members. EPN will aid in establishing contact between 

individuals, but accepts no legal responsibility for the results. 

The opinions expressed by our contributors do not 

necessarily reflect those of the EarthTides Pagan Network, its 
officers, volunteers, or members. All signed articles and 
artwork are the property of their creators, and ads are the 
property of our advertisers; these may not be used elsewhere 

without permission. 

All other content is copyright © 2010 EarthTides Pagan 
Network, all rights reserved. The EarthTides Pagan Network 
News and the EarthTides name and "Moon-over-Maine" logo 
are copyright © 2010 EarthTides Pagan Network, and may not 

be used without written permission of the EPN Council.e 

You saw them at Beltane, but maybe you didn’t 
have enough money with you… Not to worry! 
We still have some of our incredible “Beltane on 
the Beach” organic cotton canvas tote bags 
celebrating 25 years of “Pole Dancing.” Better 

still, NOW they are ON SALE!  

The bag is larger than a paper grocery bag, 
measuring 18"wide x 17.5"high x 7"deep with 
13" handles. These are available for sale for only 

$10.00.  

Also, we still have a few of our beautiful EPN T-
Shirts available for sale. These are also ON 

SALE now for only $10.00 (existing sizes and 

colors only). 

Don’t want to wait until Beltane? Not to worry! 
We can ship a bag or shirt to you for only $6.00. 
If you want more than one item, just add $3.00 

more shipping for each ordered more than one. (i.e. 1 costs $10.00 plus $6.00 shipping. Two would be $20.00 plus only $9.00 

shipping. Three would be $30.00 plus $12.00 shipping. Get the picture?)  

Send your orders now to: EPN, P.O. Box 161, E. Winthrop, ME 04343. E-mail: epn@maine.rr.com.e 

Beltane Tote-Bags and EPN Shirts—STILL ON SALE! 

Submission deadline for the Fall 

edition is 9/1/10 
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BlackLion’s Den: No Limits 

by BlackLion 

I have recently come to realize that I am able to 
create anything I want. I am able to experience the 
things I want to experience and feel what I want to 
feel. I have thought about this phenomenon before, 
but I have never actually done it consciously. I got a 
taste of it when I was listening to a new radio 
program on MPBN called RadioLab. In this episode, 
called “Limits,” they 
spoke about the 
extreme limits of the 
human potential – 
physically, mentally, 

and psychologically. 

I enjoyed listening 
to the show about 
limits, or lack thereof, 
when it comes to 
humans. What struck 
me the most was that, 
at some point along 
their journeys, 
whether competing in 
an Iron Man 
tournament, World 
Memory championships, or The Ride Across 
America, the competitors moved beyond the mere 
physical or mental and experienced more. When 
these people pushed themselves to the extremes of 
human endurance and capability, they experienced a 
sense of awe and wonder about their surroundings. 
They felt their connection to all beings and places. In 
that moment, they surpassed the capabilities of the 
human body and mind and became intimately 

connected to their Divinity. 

As humans, we perceive the universe based on a 
myopic, self-centered view of ourselves. But this 
lens is really an accumulation of recriminations, 
falsehoods, judgments, thoughts, encouragements, 
discouragements, lies, and propaganda of people, 
advertisements, television, radio, movies, and any 
other source outside ourselves. What ultimately 
matters is that we listen within and not to the force-

fed ego that we have come to believe that we are. 

On the show, they spoke about the incredible 
endurance and vast thoughts of several amazing 
individuals. They were capable of overcoming all of 
the self-imposed limitations that were based on their 
accumulated beliefs. By being connected to their 
own Divinity, they were able to push the barriers of 
what was thought possible for any human to endure 
or withstand. They were capable of such astounding 
tasks that it would seem that I should feel inferior or 

feel bad about myself 
for not doing what they 

have done. 

In fact, the opposite 
was true. Through 
hearing about their 
experiences, I was 
given an example of 
the true limitless 
potential of all people. 
It was an epiphany of 
sorts: we are each 
capable of staggering 
feats of which we are 
barely aware. 
Everything that anyone 

has ever told us and everything that we believe we 
cannot do is a choice. A choice of whether we 
believe we are inferior or incapable, or not. We can 
each choose to step beyond all of these thoughts and 
memes and step forward into an existence fully 
connected with our Divinity. By partnering with our 
inner selves, we as individuals are infinite, limitless 
beings. With an intimate connection to our own 
Divinity, whether through mediation, ritual, or 
extreme exertion, we can achieve great success in 

any area we set our minds to. 

I believe this connection with our Divine can 
surpass any limitations we have imposed on 
ourselves or that we think are imposed on us. If you 
have felt this connection and have seen the effects on 
the self-confidence, trust, and love you have, then 
you are amazing! If you have not already 
experienced this, or not recently, then you are 

(Continued on page 8) 
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by Mary MoonStar 

Beltane 

For most of my 25 years in New Orleans, I 
observed Beltane at the New Orleans Jazz and 
Heritage Festival—a 
multi-day 
bacchanalia of 
music, food, and 
crafts, which always 
seemed a fitting way 
to mark this turn of 
the Wheel. Without 
being intentionally 
Pagan, Jazz Fest 
nevertheless 
celebrates the 
diversity of Mother 
Nature – 40 
different music acts 
each day, countless 
varieties of local 
and ethnic food, 
over 100 vendors of 
art and craft—as well as the sensuality and fertility 
of the season. At the end of each Festival day, 
revelers ooze home, happily exhausted by a sunny 
day spent eating, dancing, communing with friends 

and strangers, and sensory overload. 

Jazz Fest also marks the beginning of the really 
hot weather. Temperatures hover near 90 degrees and 
the humidity is already high. From this point there is 
no looking back, weather-wise. Each day will be at 
least 90 degrees and many will be hotter. Humidity 
will rarely drop below 75 percent. Daytime outdoor 
activities become challenging and by Lammas the 

weather is almost oppressive. 

Here in Maine, we have finally reached the days 
of delight, weather-wise. Warm days and cool night 
unfold in an endless stream before us. The occasional 
really hot day or two is always followed by a cooling 
off, as if Mother Nature is determined to lure us 
outside to appreciate her beauties as much as 

A Southerner’s Perspective on Living in Maine: 
 The Wheel of the Year: Beltane to Lammas 

possible. 

During the weeks immediately after Beltane, the 
trees finally reach their full leafy glory. I have 
noticed that there is a definite order to when they 

acquire their leaves, 
at least in my yard 
and the other places 
where I observe. 
The maples come 
first—their buds are 
pushing forth well 
before Beltane, as if 
they can’t wait to 
join the party of 
spring. The oaks are 
last—arriving once 
the party has started, 
as befits their stately 

majesty. 

This annual 
process—the leafing 
out of trees that 
seemed dead 6 

months ago—is such a miracle that sometimes I can 
barely contain the joy it creates within me. And it 
happens every year. Every year! I am literally 
awestruck by this ongoing miracle. Life is reborn 
before my eyes each spring. The experience re-
affirms my belief in Divinity. I choose to name this 
power Goddess and God, but at a fundamental level, 

(Continued on page 9) 
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by Starcat and BlackLion 

We tromp merrily along the dusty trail, stopping 
now and then so Maude can graze and we can nibble 
on our favorite trail mix. It has hazelnuts and raisins 
and sunflower 
seeds and 
dried 
blueberries 
and oats and 
almonds and 
cranberries 
and an 
occasional 
chunk of 
dried 
chocolate. 
Maude seems 
to like her 
first summer 
vacation – 
she only gets 
ornery at 
night when 
she gets tired 
of sleeping. 
She likes to keep moving, even in the dark. Maude 
doesn’t seem to mind carrying some of our gear, 
especially because a sugar cube comes her way from 
the pack on her back, from time to time. We wonder 
if she misses the three cats and thinks of them as 

often as we do. 

When our geologist friend, Rocky, paid us a visit 
this spring, he told us about these wonderful crystal 
formations in some caves that he visited last year. 
Since we were trying to decide where to travel this 
summer, checking out the caves seemed like a solid 
plan, especially when we heard about the waterfall 
and pool nearby. We invited Maude along to help us 
carry our load and get a change of scenery from the 
pasture and barn. The cats thought they might like to 
join us. We found them sleeping in the saddlebags, 
but at the last minute, they decided that their hunting 
duties were more compelling – or perhaps it was the 

lounging in the sun, paws flopping luxuriously. 

The sun is hot overhead, but as we climb the 
slopes, we look back over the plains to see some dark 
grey clouds on the horizon. A tiny spring quenches 
our thirst with its icy water and we leave an offering 

of berries 
nearby. As the 
clouds 
advance, they 
help shade us 
from the sun’s 
rays, but as the 
winds begin to 
gust, we see a 
wall of rain 
making its 
way towards 
us and we 
think of 
looking for 
some shelter. 
We reach a 
copse of fir 
trees in the late 
afternoon and 
ask the local 
Tree Faeries 

for help making a lean-to. They guide us to a 
recently fallen tree, whose branches we arrange to 
protect us and our donkey friend. The air seems 
heavy and crackles with the sparkly energy of the 
approaching storm, so Maude doesn’t complain 
about stopping early. She brays a greeting to the 
rumbles of the Thunder Fae that we can hear in the 

distance. 

As the first raindrops reach us, we are putting the 
finishing touches on our makeshift shelter. We dart 
inside as the heavy rain begins to fall. The sky is 
much darker now and we see a flash of light, 
followed by a boom. The rain falling on the dry 
evergreens sounds like popcorn. The time between 
the bright lightning and the thunder’s song gets 
shorter and the wind picks up. We take turns hanging 
onto the branches of our lean-to walls so they don’t 

(Continued on page 10) 

Faerie Tidings: Trek to the Crystal Caves 
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by Richard Vinton 

Southern Maine Pagan Pride Day is now entering 
its seventh year. We will once again be holding 
festivenesses at the lovely venue of the Allen 
Avenue Unitarian Universalist Church in Portland on 

August 14th, from 10 am to 5 pm. 

 We have a full day of entertainment on hand 
including the return of crowd favorite Jenna Green! 
We are also blessed to have more vendors this year 
then ever. With a wide array of items to choose from, 
you are sure to find something amazing to take home 
with you as a reminder of the day. If this is not 

enough, the day will also be punctuated with 

fascinating workshops. 

 The admission to this year’s event will be a 
nonperishable canned food item to be donated to 
Project FEED. It is our hope to increase our donation 
again this year, so please give generously to this 

community-based cause. 

 As this is a true community event, we’d like to 
get everyone involved. Please check our web page, 
www.mainepaganprideday.org, for the date and 

location of the next volunteer meeting.e 

Southern Maine Pagan Pride Day 

Casual Fireside Evenings (cont’d) 

the heavy religious things happen to me, and I am 
sure that many others experience the same thing in 
their own way. The moments when everyone present 
has a similar connection to the Gods and the world, 
when they share food and drink, exchange news and 
life-stories, are the exception. You can’t get that 
from a quiet walk in a meadow. Also, not everyone 
follows the same path. I count many among my close 
friends who either don’t do ritual, or don’t do 
anything at all like Wiccan ritual, but who are 
certainly Pagans. When do they get to stand among 

us and have those magic times? 

My answer has been to start holding what I call 
casual fireside evenings, and to encourage others to 
do the same, if they have the ability and a suitable 
location. All that this requires is a bunch of friends to 
invite over, a fire-pit in the back yard, a little bit of 
mead, beer, cider, hot dogs, marshmallows, whatever 
will jumpstart the event, and the willingness to have 
anyone sleep over who might over-indulge, or even 

just get too tired to drive home. 

So far I have held, or been to, four of these this 
year, and here’s how they go. I light a fire about the 
time people start to arrive, and make sure there’s 
some bug repellant available. I lean some hot dog 
sticks on a tree, and set out a table with dogs, buns, 
and condiments. People arrive with canvas folding 

chairs, their beverage of choice, and some food to 
share. Talk begins, introductions start some on the 
path to making new friends, and after a few minutes 
the pure magic of fire circles is happening. Nobody 
is texting, or thinking about work, or worrying about 
the rent, just for a while. Stories are shared in a 
natural fashion, without any program. Someone 
might raise a toast. Some might not drink. Maybe 
there’s a little drumming, but not so much as to stop 
the talk. Maybe the magic for some is just to be able 
to watch the flames dance, the sparks sail high, while 
listening to the flow of talk among old and new 

friends. 

Eventually, some have driven home, some find 
space in guest rooms, porch, or tents, and it’s over 
except for the singular gift to the host of hearing the 
sleeping sounds of contented friends filling a usually 
quiet home. Many of us in Maine live in the woods, 
or at least in spacious suburbs, and we can do this 
easily for those who don’t. Let me be clear, I am not 
in any way trying to claim credit for inventing 
firesides, but I do think that they can be valuable in 
our quest to build community. Without the stress of 
timing, learning lines, writing new material, having 
the right props, aligning things to the phases of the 
moon and sun, we can just provide a venue for our 
network to grow, and a place for our city friends to 
come to in order to experience some of what makes 

our lives magical.e 

(Continued from page 1) 
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Some of the resources we can use to explore the 
Air to Fire transition include the following spiritual 

practices, tools, and symbols: 

• Music and dancing are natural activities for 
working with the Air to Fire transition. 
Listening to music (Air) inspires us to move 
our bodies in the dance (Fire). We intuitively 
match our physical movements to the 
melodies and rhythms of the music, 
connecting the contemplative and active parts 

of ourselves. 

• In the Tarot, the card that represents “Air of 
Fire” is the Knight of Wands. This card 
signifies the focused, purposeful aspect of the 
element of Fire. The Knight of Wands brings 
a sense of adventure and opportunity. It is 
time to take calculated risks and use your 
enthusiastic energies for self-growth and 

creative pursuits. 

• The mythical creature related to this 
transition is the Phoenix – a fiery bird of 
rebirth, dying in flames and yet rising again 
from the ashes. The Phoenix embodies 
qualities of both Air and Fire. It demonstrates 
how we continuously recreate ourselves, 
moving from concept to action to concept 

again in an ongoing upward spiral. 

• A sample of an affirmation to use when 
working with this transition is: “I merge my 
intelligence with my passion in order to take 

inspired action.” 

This summer, as we move from Air to Fire, 
observe how these two elements interact in your life. 
Think about how you can integrate this dynamic 
energy into your daily experience. In the Fall edition 
of Starcat’s Corner, we’ll examine the transition 

from Fire to Water.e 

(Continued from page 2) 

Starcat’s Corner (cont’d) 

BlackLion’s Den (cont’d) 

amazing too! Just let yourself connect with your 
Divinity and you will be able to achieve anything 
you want to achieve. By aligning with our own inner 
knowing, we can overcome any obstacle. This, to 

me, is the essence of magick. 

So why do we not experience this all the time? 
To me, it’s a question of limits. Instead we should 
ask: why do I feel limited most of the time? Your 
belief system is an amalgamation of all your beliefs, 
thoughts, desires, fears, worries, loves, and hates. 
Whether from an external source or a recurring 
thought, your belief structure is based on these 
thoughts that pass through your mind. It has become 
a habit to have negative thoughts, or to have negative 
emotions, or to have recurring limitations. It is this 
structure that we fall back on each time we 
experience something new. We look at each new 
experience and judge it, evaluate it, and make sure it 
fits into our current beliefs. We see only those things 

that make sense to us. We readily ignore anything 

that doesn’t become part of our routine focus. 

However, with practice, patience, and 
persistence, we can change our thoughts and beliefs 
by connecting to our Divinity. We can let go of these 
limitations by viewing the world with the fresh, 
clean, loving eyes of the Divine in each of us. From 
this blessed perception, we are able to see everyone 
and everything in its own Divinity. Through your 
eyes, you can see the complete nature of yourself and 
your connection with all of existence. Revel in the 
power and joy that you feel and share this knowledge 
in whatever way feels best to you, whether writing, 
painting, singing, constructing, or a cornucopia of 
other creative and fulfilling adventures. Enjoy your 
journey and see the world as it is, beautiful, loving, 
and interconnected. Transform the world by 

transforming yourself.e 

(Continued from page 4) 
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A Southerner’s Perspective on Living in Maine (cont’d) 

the names are irrelevant. It is the power immanent in 
this miracle that brings us to our knees as human 
beings and reminds us that, despite all our 
technological advances, we cannot create a tree, or 
even a tiny flower. At best we can hope to mimic 
what Nature does effortlessly. I am reminded by the 
old poem I learned in school celebrating the beauty 
of a tree. Kilmer writes: I think that I shall never see 

a poem lovely as a tree. He ends his paean of praise 
by observing:  Poems are made by fools like me, but 

only God can make a tree.  

Of course, trees are not the God/dess’ only 
miracle this time of year. Equally miraculous are the 
flowers that abound, luring bees, butterflies and 
hummingbirds. I am fortunate that my house came 
with a beautiful garden, planted by two men with a 
gift for landscaping. Every spring I marvel anew at 
the planning that went into creating the beauty that 
yearly unfolds before my eyes. As we finish our third 
year in this sacred spot, I am learning the names and 
patterns of the flowers that gift us with brilliant 
color, sweet fragrance, and blessed consistency. As I 
look across the garden now, I can count a dozen 
different flowers that have just finished blooming or 
are just starting. Each has a different form, shape, 
and color, and different needs in terms of light, 
water, nutrients, etc. The diversity of what God/dess 
creates strikes me anew. The Divine is not content 
with one or a few of anything. We are blessed with 
an abundance of species and colors of everything—
flowers, trees, birds, insects, and even people. Does 
diversity and abundance serve a biological purpose? 
I’m not a biologist, but my instinct says yes. But I 
also think it reflects the Divine’s love of difference 

and diversity. 

The air rings with the mating calls of dozens of 
species of birds and at night I fall asleep to the 
cacophony of peepers seeking their mates. I cannot 
identify the variety of sounds that rise and fall with 
the rhythms of day and night here. But with 
Taliesin’s assistance I am learning to recognize 
them, one by one. A few nights ago I learned that 
raccoons also make an identifiable night sound and 
that has been added to my list of things new and 

different to explore here in Maine. 

Here, the days between Beltane and Litha are 
marked by vigorous gardening activity. Mother 
Nature’s efforts are supported by a panoply of people 
around the state. Farmers and gardeners are busy 
planting and mulching, watering and feeding, 
keeping a careful eye on the weather lest an 
unfortunate dip in the temperatures at night damage 

or destroy the young growth. 

Now, I don’t want to imply that people living on 
the Gulf coast don’t garden or farm. That is 
obviously not true. But any plants not well 
established by Beltane are unlikely to thrive or 
survive the intense summer heat. Home gardens go 
in during late February or March and by now are 
starting to produce. Some gardens lay dormant 
during July and August and are revitalized in 

September for the fall growing season. 

(Continued from page 5) 

(Continued on page 12) 
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fly away and reassuring our nervous donkey friend. 
After a while, between bouts of small hail pellets, the 
storm ceases suddenly and the sun peeks through 
once again. We take a brief look around and see the 
big boulder nearby steaming from the rain. Wisps of 
mist cruise through the forest, making the landscape 

more ethereal. 

We can still hear the thunder in the distance and 
we wonder if we can start our campfire or if this is 
just the eye of the storm. We’ve tucked some dry 
wood in our shelter with us, just in case. We feed 
Maude some oats as the howling rain begins again. 
Sitting comfortably in our dry shelter, knees drawn 
up to our chins, we tell stories, in rhyme, about what 
we may find when we reach the crystal caves. The 
Storm Fae are calmer this time and Maude has 
settled down to listen to our talk while the trees 
enjoy their shower. At last, the storm clears in time 
to see a lovely sunset and hear the water dripping 
slowly off the trees. We see orange and gold and red 
with purple streaks, set against the dark green trees 
and brown cliffs. We stand in awe as the sun slowly 
fades away. Rousing ourselves, we put together a 
campfire. S’mores and roasted pickles sounds like 

the perfect dinner for such a night. 

The next few days are warm and humid as we 
continue our journey. We meet chipmunks, 
dragonflies, shy snakes, a porcupine, and a some not-
so-shy mosquitoes. We even hear a cougar up in the 
higher hills, which causes Maude some 
consternation. The Storm Fae are gone, for now, and 
we sleep happily under the stars each night. As we 
descend a ridge, we hear the telltale sound of rushing 
water. We glimpse the huge lightning-scarred oak 
that Rocky the geologist mentioned as a landmark. 

We are nearing the crystal caves! 

With broad grins and invigorated steps, we 
complete our descent into the sheltered valley. One 
of the cave entrances is underneath the waterfall, but 
Maude wouldn’t like going in that way. We set up 
our campsite near the glistening pool, take a quick 
dip, and then start the search for the other entry into 
the caves. We have a scrap of paper on which Rocky 

penciled a crude map. We seek out his landmarks 
like a scavenger hunt and we’re soon rewarded with 
fresh blueberries and our first sighting of the crystal 

caves entrance! 

As we snack on handfuls of blueberries, saving 
some in a basket for later, we check out the large 
rocky opening. On the floor of the entrance, we see 
broken rocks, many shades of grey with bits of 
colorful crystal here and there. We decide to head 
back and camp for the night, make torches, and then 
explore the caves in the morning. Tonight we’ll also 
sort through our bags, preparing the treats we’ll 
barter with the Crystal Faeries. On our way back to 
our camp, we gather wood and some stones for the 
fire pit. We also find some mushrooms, pick some 
greens for a salad, and gather some wild yams to 
roast on the coals, completing our foraging. In the 
meantime, Maude has found a clearing with 
delicious grazing and grass tall enough for her bed. 
She seems content to have reached our destination. 
After dinner, we sing songs around the fire. We have 
trouble getting to sleep because we’re so excited 
about the crystal caves and when we do slumber, we 
find ourselves dreaming of the wonders we’ll soon 

find. 

We decide to get up at dawn and our rustling 
wakes up Maude, who grumbles a bit until we bring 
her some crabapples. We pack our backpacks and tell 
Maude to watch the camp and that we’ll return later 
in the day. She goes right back to sleep, still savoring 
the crabapples. We bring several torches, not 
knowing how long we’ll be down there, and a 
backup lantern, just in case. At the cave entry, we 
chant a spelunking blessing, dancing around in 

circles excitedly. 

Entering the caves, we find a tunnel, which soon 
turns the corner. We want to experience the cave in 
its natural state before lighting the torches, so we sit 
on the cool stone floor and commune with the 
darkness, trying to see what the cave sees. It has a 
stillness and quiet that only the underground can 
know. After a little while, we thank her for letting us 
explore her depths and the light the first of many 

(Continued from page 6) 

(Continued on page 11) 
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torches. Immediately we marvel at the sparkling 
walls of glittering crystals. As we move along the 
narrow hallway, it suddenly opens up into a whole 
cavern of dancing Crystal Faeries! It’s not often they 

get to frolic in the light, so they make the most of it. 

We explore for hours, taking care not to disturb 
the delicate crystal structures and outcroppings. We 
burn through many more torches, then finally settle 
down for a bite to eat and begin our trading. We’ve 
found a stone of crystal, flattened as if for an altar or 
bartering table. There are several piles of fallen gems 
scattered throughout the cave and for these we offer 
farm goods: jams and compotes, beeswax candles, 
dried herbs and flowers, tiny wicker baskets, maple 

syrup, acorn whistles and generously-donated cat 
whiskers. The Crystal Faeries seem eager to trade for 
these exotic items. It’s not often they receive such 
delicacies, some of which they’ve never heard of 
before! They promise to send word to their brethren 
in the caves behind the waterfall, letting them know 

we’ll be visiting tomorrow. 

When we reach the halfway point of our torches, 
we know that it’s time to head back to the surface. 
We load our packs with crystals of all shapes, sizes, 
and colors. Many of them will be made into wands, 
athames, mirrors, and other gifts upon our return 
home. We thank our glittering new friends for their 
hospitality and make our way back to Maude and our 

camp, dazzled by the day’s sights.e 

(Continued from page 10) 
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A Southerner’s Perspective on Living in Maine (cont’d) 

Litha 

Now we are moving into the days of serious 
summer. Life along the Gulf Coast is marked by 
long, languid days of extreme heat and little activity. 
Everything slows down and while I know plants do 
grow, often excessively, in this climate, most people 
are not outside to enjoy the experience of connection 
with that force. Outdoor activity takes place in the 
early morning, or late evening, assuming you are 
willing to brave the insects. People spend their days 
inside in air conditioned comfort, or else at the 
beach. Occasionally nights bring cool breezes, but 
that is only relative to the earlier heat and seldom 
enough to enjoy the luxury of sleeping without air 
conditioning. These will be the terms of engagement 

until mid-October. 

Here in Maine, the days between Beltane and 
Litha are days of growth coupled with extreme 
pleasure. The entire state has been painted green in 
shades and tones that invite us to reaffirm and 
celebrate life. Plants set hopefully into the soil by 
human or Divine hands strengthen and grow. Stalks 
become thicker; flowers fulfill their purpose and set 
fruit which begins to grow. Everything reaches with 

all its strength for the life-giving light of the sun. 

I walk in the small woodlot behind my house—a 
different place now from what it was six months 
ago—and notice that the ever green of the white 
pines has been joined by the different green of oaks 
and maples. None of that green is really visible from 
within the woodlot, however, as the hardwoods here 
are all tall and thin, growing ever upward as they 
search for a patch of sunlight they can claim as their 
own. Trunks rise upwards of 12 feet before 
branching. Within the woodlot, competition for the 
sunlight that filters through and around the white 
pines is fierce and multiple trees will cluster in those 
patches. The edges of the woodlot are also home to 
young oaks and maples with multiple branches along 
the entire trunk on the side facing the sun. Although 
of the same species, and indeed most likely offspring 
of the larger oaks and maples growing elsewhere in 

the yard, I marvel at how different each tree appears, 
shaping its growth to optimize its opportunities to 
receive the energy of life. As a native of Florida, I 
have long been familiar with the tendency of humans 
to worship the sun—indeed, much of the economy of 
my birth state is build on this tendency. But before 
now, I’ve never noticed how even trees—which 
seem like such bulwarks of plant life—also follow 

this pattern. 

It now becomes apparent just how profligate and 
diligent Mother Nature has been in spreading her 
seed. I pull maple, oak and white pine saplings out of 
every flower bed. I notice that where we once had 
one clump of irises growing, we now have three 
clumps. I did not make this happen. Nor did I plant 
the intrusive blackberry vines which seem 
determined to spread themselves throughout the 
garden, much to my annoyance. Both are a gift from 

the Divine, visibly manifesting in my life each day. 

The will and drive to grow and thrive is so 
evident among all living things in this season that I 
find myself responding to the energy around me. I 
begin to relax in subtle ways and allow the food of 
life to nourish me. New projects suddenly seem 
doable and I find myself wanting to reach out and 
connect with other people and the life force around 
me. Gradually, I’ve come to realize that after the 
heart-breaking grief that preceded my departure from 
New Orleans, I was drawn to Maine in part by this 
life force. I felt a bone-deep desire to connect with 
the vitality of life in this part of the world—to live 
with the intensity of this growing season, knowing, 
as I am coming to learn, that the intensity of this 
energy will be matched by the intensity of the very 
different energy present a few months from now. 
Here, the Wheel of the Year is not a static symbol 
unrelated to my life in the mundane world. Here, we 
live the Wheel of the Year at a visceral level—it 
becomes embedded within our very cells and we 
respond to the movements of the Sun much as the 

life around us does.e 

(Continued from page 9) 
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Networking 

The people and groups listed here have volunteered to serve as points of contact for those seeking Pagan community. Any person or group 

may be listed here by contacting EPN to arrange such a listing. 

EPN has no interest in serving as the "Pagan police," and explicitly supports the autonomy of each person and group in matters of faith, 
belief and worship. The Maine Pagan community encompasses a wide variety of people and practices, and seekers are cautioned that any person 

or activity that makes you uncomfortable is probably wrong for you.  

For more in-depth information on many of the groups and contacts in the network, see the EPN website at earthtides.org.e 

JOIN THE EARTHTIDES PAGAN NETWORK! 

BANGOR AREA 

Eastern Maine Pagan Pride Day (EMPPD). Monthly meetings and additional 
fundraisers, leading up to EMPPD. Bangor. Keri Alley, (207) 947-7290. Keri Alley, 
coyotewalkingtree@gmail.com or Teresa Cassinelli, asetmoonglow@gmail.com. 

Temple of the Feminine Divine. Legally recognized "church" with ordained 
clergy offering public Sabbat rituals, library, meditation space, ordination program, 
rites of passage, and religious counseling. Bangor. (207) 941-0261. 
TOFDBangor@aol.com. 

 

DOWNEAST  

Leslie Linder. Public rituals, classes, and workshops (including online), 
handfastings and Wiccanings. Ellsworth. leslielinder@hotmail.com. 
www.universalclass.com/i/crn/13095.htm. 

 

KENNEBEC VALLEY 

Red Tail Alliance. Twice-monthly open traditional Native American Sacred 
Circle meetings and Full Moon Ceremonies (Shoshone). Starks. Carmen Gauthier, 
(207) 696-8262. redtailali@peoplepc.com. www.redtailalliance.org. 

Bill and Johanna Chellis. Pantheists working with the circle, wheel and 
labyrinth. Augusta. (207) 685-3860. 

 

LAKES AND MOUNTAINS REGION 

Snowhawke/Kevin E. Emmons. An active Druid priest offering public 
classes, one-on-one mentoring, prison ministry, press contact, Druid sweat lodges, 
and free training material including a year-long course in Druidry. Casco. (207) 655-
1211. snowhawke@gmail.com. 

Kerry of Forest Sanctuary. Clergy services include rites of passage, 
coordination between hospitals and prisons, formal or informal training, and 
therapy. Jay. forestsanctuary@yahoo.com. www.forestsanctuarymaine.org. 

Ananta Androscoggin/ Rev. Peter W. Jokinen. Offering use of the Groves 
of the Greene Man's Denne facilities for ritual, private or public events, 

handfastings, and weddings. Contact person for Pagan Newswire Collective. 
Greene. (207) 946-7732. greeneman@fairpoint.net. www.fairpoint.net/~sirpeterj. 

Silver Circle. Open Sabbat and Esbat rituals and instruction in eclectic 
Wicca and Pagan paths. Lewiston, Livermore, Bath-Brunswick. (207) 897-9673. 
angashsash60@yahoo.com or elfmanofnemedd@yahoo.com. 

Lorelei Greenwood of Cynwyd (KIN-wood) Circle. Teaching basic Wicca 
with Shamanic leanings, offering occasional public rituals and gatherings and rites 
of passage. Lewiston/Auburn. (207) 577-5946. firebornspirit@yahoo.com. 

PORTLAND AREA 

Beans, Leaves & Deities. Monthly coffee talks with open discussion. 
Portland. Joie, beansleavesdeities@yahoo.com. 
www.beansleavesdeities.blogspot.com. 

The Red Temple. Monthly gatherings for Pagan women. Westbrook. Kat 
Schorr, kat@wiccanlife.com.  

 

SOUTHERN MAINE 

Brian J. Schrader. Offering a sympathetic ear, instruction, and a place to 
relax. Biddeford/Saco. (207) 283-6494. wizard76@hotmail.com. 

Jo Stories. Counseling, teaching, handfasting, coven membership, courses, 
and public rituals. South Windham. Jostories@aol.com. 

13 Moons Coven. Open full moon magical rituals with a focus on Egyptian 
deities and mythos. Kennebunk. temple@13moonscoven.org. 
www.myspace.com/13moonscoven or 13moonscoven.org. 

Taliesin and Mary MoonStar (Dirigo Reclaiming). Classes in the 
Reclaiming tradition, workshops, rituals by invitation, Tarot readings, and a 
sympathetic ear. York County. dirigoreclaim@earthlink.net. 
www.elementsofmagicalliving.com. 
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NOTE: If you'd like your event included in our calendar of events, 
please send us an e-mail, with Calendar Listings as the subject, to 
grove@ctel.net before the deadline for the issue in which you'd like it 
listed. Each issue of the newsletter lists the next deadline on the front 

page. 

If you would like an extra copy of this calendar to post on a public 
bulletin board, please feel free to photocopy it freely. If you know a 
business in your area which would like to post one, please send the 
information to the above e-mail address and we'll add it to the mailing 

list. 

As a service to the Pagan community, we seek to list as many 
events as possible that would be of interest to Maine Pagans. You need 
not be a member of EPN, or even a subscriber to this newsletter, to list 
an event here. All we ask is that events be non-profit -- that is, that any 

fees for participating not exceed the reasonable cost of putting on the 
event -- and submitted to us by e-mail or post by the publication 
deadline. (Those planning for-profit events are welcome to avail 

themselves of our very affordable advertising opportunities.) 

We make no claim as to the value or safety of any of these events, 
and caution our readers to rely on their own best judgment when 
assessing any situation, particularly those involving strangers. That 
said, we also encourage you to participate in as wide a spectrum of the 
Pagan community as you can, both for your own enjoyment and 
because our community needs your positive energy and good 

fellowship.  

For up-to-date calender events, see the EPN website at 

earthtides.org e 

Calendar of Events 

— July — 

11 New Moon 3:40 pm 

17 1st Annual Maine Pagan Music Festival Join the Eastern 
Maine Pagan Pride Association for the 1st Annual Maine Pagan Music 
Festival! With Pagan musicians and performers from all over New 
England, the Music Festival has hours of amazing entertainment. 
Tickets are only $20 for adults, $10 for kids 5-18, students, and 
seniors. Kids under 5 can come in for free! Tickets will be available 
through Bull Moose and on our website www.emppa.org. Performers 
and vendors will be announced as the list grows! If you would like to 
perform or vend, contact reshet@emppa.org or 
coyotewalkingtree@emppa.org for more information. Website: 
www.emppa.org/paganmusicfest.html. 

23-25 Harvest Revel We will gather at a fellow Pagan's land in 
central Maine on July 23-25 to join in the celebration of Lammas. 
Friday will include a meet-and-greet, an opening circle with a Water 
Sharing ceremony, and a Fire Drum Circle. Saturday is full of amazing 
activities with workshops and demonstrations, vendors and music.This 
will include the Lammas ritual, a Bardic Circle, and a fire spinning 
performance. Sunday morning will feature a breakfast, including 
pancakes, scrambled eggs, OJ and donuts. For those of you unable to 
be with us for the entire weekend, Saturday-only registration is 
available! For information and directions e-mail 
firebornspirit@yahoo.com. 

25 13 Moons Coven Ritual to Ma’at in Kennebunk. We ask 
those attending to begin showing up at 5 PM. Ritual will begin around 6 
PM. All are welcome to attend so far as our space will provide. 
Children are welcome so long as you feel that they will be able to stand 
still for a 30 minute ritual... Those under the age of 18 will need to 
attend with a parent or guardian or work out arrangements with us 
beforehand. Please bring an item for the potluck meal that will follow 
ritual. If you have any questions or need directions, please contact us 
at 13moonscoven@gmail.com. You can also check out our MySpace 
page at: www.myspace.com/13moonscoven and we are on Facebook 
as well. 

25 Full Moon 9:36 pm 

28-29 Southern Delta Aquarids Meteor Shower  

— August — 

1 Lammas 

9 New Moon 11:08 pm 

12-13 Perseids Meteor Shower 

14 Southern Maine Pagan Pride Day is now entering its seventh 
year. We will once again be holding festivenesses at the lovely venue 
of the Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist Church in Portland on 
August 14th, from 10 am to 5 pm. We have a full day of entertainment 
on hand including the return of crowd favorite Jenna Green! We are 
also blessed to have more vendors this year then ever. With a wide 
array of items to choose from, you are sure to find something amazing 
to take home with you as a reminder of the day. If this is not enough, 
the day will also be punctuated with fascinating workshops. The 
admission to this year’s event will be a nonperishable canned food item 
to be donated to Project FEED. It is our hope to increase our donation 
again this year, so please give generously to this community-based 
cause. As this is a true community event, we’d like to get everyone 
involved. Please check our web page, www.mainepaganprideday.org 
for the date and location of the next volunteer meeting. 

14-15 The Myth of Matter & Its’ Cohort Perception In this 
lecture at the Southworth Planetarium in Portland, Natalie Angela will 
delve into the origin of the universe as we perceive it and explore how 
at the quantum level of reality there is only unity. We will also discuss 
the physical manifestation of the body and the fundamental part 
perception plays in its construction and production. Join us for an 
evening of fun and exploration into the mystery of existence! For more 
information go to the website: abcacim.org/blog/2010/06/20/natalie-
lectures-at-the-southworth-planetarium-in-portland-maine or call (207) 
780-4249. 

22 13 Moons Coven Ritual to Bast in Kennebunk. We ask those 
attending to begin showing up at 5 PM. Ritual will begin around 6 PM. 
All are welcome to attend so far as our space will provide. Children are 
welcome so long as you feel that they will be able to stand still for a 30 
minute ritual... Those under the age of 18 will need to attend with a 
parent or guardian or work out arrangements with us beforehand. 
Please bring an item for the potluck meal that will follow ritual. If you 
have any questions or need directions, please contact us at 
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13moonscoven@gmail.com. You can also check out our MySpace 
page at: www.myspace.com/13moonscoven and we are on Facebook 
as well. 

24 Full Moon 1:04 pm 

— September — 

8 New Moon 6:30 am 

22 Mabon 

23 Full Moon 5:17 am 

24-26 Common Ground Country Fair Once again EarthTides 
will have a booth at the Common Ground Country Fair in the Social/
Political Action tent in Unity, ME. Please come by for volunteering, 
divination, discussions, singing, and fellowship! For more information 
about the Fair, check out the MOFGA (Maine Organic Farmers and 
Gardeners Association) website at www.mofga.org. 

— October — 

2 Eastern Maine Pagan Pride Day The Bangor area's first Pagan 
Pride Day event has a fun combination of vendors, performers, 
workshops, authors and discussions for pagans of all flavors. One of 
the main features of the event is a panel discussion with a Q&A 
session on being out of the broom closet. Local pagans in the public 
eye, including a teen who is out of the broom closet at school, make up 
the panel. Also featured will be interactive demonstrations of various 
styles of pagan worship as performed by local covens. Solitary 
practitioners are welcomed to demonstrate their methods or bring 

people-friendly altar items for our Many Flavors Display Room. For 
more information, or to vend, offer a workshop, or volunteer to 
demonstrate please contact reshet@emppa.org or 
coyotewalkingtree@gmail.com.  

7 New Moon 2:44 pm 

21-22 Orionids Meteor Shower 

22 Full Moon 9:36 pm 

30 Final Fire At Midsummer Revel we created a wicker man, the 
SummerKing, who has been standing in a sacred place under the 
summer sun, energizing the prayers and gratitude of our community. It 
is the fate of the SummerKing to lay down his life at harvest for the 
good of all. Willingly does he place his head upon the block, giving of 
himself that we may prosper. On this day, we shall honor his sacrifice 
and set him to burn. Saturday, October 30 at 4 pm in central Maine. 
Drumming will follow the Samhain ritual. Bring a camp chair, snacks to 
share, and a beverage of your choice. For information and directions e-
mail firebornspirit@yahoo.com. 

31 Samhain 

Monthly & Weekly Events 

Abrahadabra Oasis Social Hour Every second Tuesday. Come join us 
for our monthly social! Abrahadabra Oasis is an official body of the Ordo 
Templi Orientis (O.T.O.) located in Portland, Maine. Its mission is to provide 
and support the growth of a Thelemic community in northern New England. 
276 Woodford Street in Portland, 6:00 PM. See www.abrahadabra-oto.org for 
more info. 

Acorn Circle: 5:30 – 7:00 PM the fourth Wednesday of each month @ 
Sam’s Restaurant in Lisbon Falls. Acorn circle is an eclectic American Wiccan 
group with degree training & worships at Sabbats and Esbats. All training is 
free and done entirely on a voluntary basis. To join the group and/or to get 
more info, e-mail vernalnox1@yahoo.com. Adults only. 

Beans, Leaves & Deities: Pagan Coffee Chats – 2nd Saturdays, New 
Portland Church, Portland. Coffee, tea and meet other Southern Maine 
Pagans. All Pagan paths are welcome. Our goal is to provide a safe, fun and 
welcoming space for local Pagans to meet, network, share ideas and enjoy a 
cuppa. One hour topical discussion followed by social time. FMI: call 671-
4292, jgrandbois@gwi.net, or www.beansleavesdeities.blogspot.com. 

The Groves of the Greene Man's Denne, 31 South River Road, 
Greene. Available for group or individual worship. FMI: www.fairpoint.net/
~sirpeterj or greeneman@fairpoint.net. 

Healing Circle on the last Tuesday of the month from 7-9pm at 584 
Maple Ridge Rd in Winslow. You can find more info by calling (207) 692-4957 
or via the web at www.becomeonewithspirit.com or 
www.becomeonewithspirit.com/news_letter.htm. 

Lewiston Auburn Pagans presents... LAP Meet and Greet. Every 
Sunday at Governor's in Lewiston from 7-9pm. We meet to network with other 
Pagans and spread education of our paths. See www.witchvox.com/vn/
vn_detail/dt_ev.html?a=usme&id=52018 for more info. 

The Magick Closet presents...Free Weekly Seminar: Which Witch is 
which? Every Monday night from 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM at The Magick Closet, 
995 Forest Avenue, Portland, ME. Must call for admission, (207) 221-6820. 

Pagan Home-schoolers. Each Wednesday before the full moon, a 
group meets in Standish from 9:00 to Noon. Call 207-642-5045.  

SpiralScouts Moonrise Circle #218 Meeting First Sunday of Every 
Month in Steep Falls at 2pm. We are looking for other families interested in 
sharing this Scouting experience. Children ages 3-18. Registration Required. 
Please contact Carolyn_lh@yahoo.com for directions and more information. 

USM Pagan Chaplaincy sponsors regular rituals open to USM students, 
faculty and staff as well as the wider community. Stress-relieving meditations 
are at noon on Wednesdays at the Interfaith Chaplaincy office ("old 
farmhouse" on the Portland campus). For more information, e-mail 
cynthia.collins@maine.edu. 

Wisdom House Shrine Discussion Group/Open Ritual. Sundays at 
1:30pm in Presque Isle. For more information see www.witchvox.com/vn/
vn_detail/dt_ev.html?a=usme&id=62236. 

  



EPN 

P.O. Box 161 

E. Winthrop, ME 04343 

Enjoy the bright sunshine! 

Common Ground Country Fair is 

September 24-26! 

 

Come visit us at the EarthTides 

booth in the Social/Political Action tent 


